19 month-olds represent and incrementally parse filler-gap dependencies
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Sentence Processing Background

Acquisition Timeline: Processing and Grammar (in years-old)

Adult sentence processing is incremental, predictive and statistical
[1-5] (e.g., filled-gap effects [6-10], plausibility [11-14] and
transitivity [15,16] mismatch effects)
Children consistently track and deploy statistical knowledge
incrementally and predictively, too [17-23] (see timeline)
Ø Incremental, predictive and statistical processing coupled
with immature cognitive control [24,25] yields a failure to
revise initial interpretations [26-33]
Ø Difficulty with revision also observed in adults [34-40]

Track non-adjacent
dependencies
(Gomez & Maye, 2005)
Comprehension of
transitive and
intransitive sentences
(Lidz et al., 2017)

1
The Puzzle
Ø Children represent filler-gap dependencies before age 2
[41-44], but haven’t been shown to actively deploy that
knowledge until age 6 [45-48]
Do 20 month-olds actively process wh- questions? YES!

Comprehension of
nouns (Waxman &
Markow, 1995)

Failure to
revise initial
interpretation
(Lidz et al.,
2017)

Anticipate direct object at the verb (Mani
& Huettig, 2012) Incremental parsing
(Fernald et al., 1998; Swingley et al., 1999;
Thorpe & Fernald, 2006) Anticipate noun
from number feature of determiners
(Robertson, Shi & Melancon, 2018)

1;4
1;7
1;6 1;8

Represent whquestions as
dependencies (Perkins,
2019) Track nonadjacent dependencies
(Santelmann & Jusczyk,
1998; Gomez, 2002)
Incremental parsing
(Fernald et al., 2001)
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2

2;3

Comprehension (Seidl et
al., 2003; Gagliardi et al.,
2016) and production
(Stromswold 1995) of
wh- argument
questions;
Comprehension of verb
argument structure
(Perkins, 2019)

Failure to use
morphological cues to
revise initial
interpretation (e.g.,
syntactic ambiguity)
(Trueswell et al., 2012)

3;11

3

Comprehension of transitive
sentences (Naigles, 1996; Fisher,
2002; Yuan & Fisher, 2009;
Arunachalam & Waxman, 2010)

Failure to revise initial
parsing commitments (e.g.,
syntactic ambiguity)
(Choi & Trueswell, 2010)

4

4;9
4;4

Failure to revise initial
interpretations (e.g.,
anaphora resolution)
(Leddon & Lidz, 2006)

An Indirect Measure of Infant Sentence Processing (Lidz et al., 2017)

Experiment

Familiarization: Infants watch videos designed to introduce a novel noun (e.g., tig)
Test: Infants look at whichever toy they learned that the tig referred to during familiarization (e.g., the camera or the cloth)
Ø Looking preferences during test indicate how infants processed sentences
Ø Experimental results reflect how infants process sentences in general

Ø Intermodal Preferential-Looking Paradigm
Ø Stimuli modified from Lidz et al., (2017)
Ø Between-subjects factor: Syntax during familiarization (wh- question
(3) vs. intransitive declarative (2))
Ø 6 trials (hit, pull, tickle, touch, wash, wipe)

Familiarization Video

1
Transitive
Sentence:

She’s wiping
the tig!

Syntax

Meaning

wipe V [VP _ NP ]
She’s

WIPING(e)
& agent(e, she)
& patient(e, the tig)

VP

wiping

NP
the tig

2

She’s wiping
with the tig!

Intransitive
Sentence:

wipe V [VP _ NP ]
She’s

WIPING(e)
& agent(e, she)
& patient(e, the tig)

VP

wiping

the tig =

NP
with the tig

the tig =

Test Images

Which one’s
the tig?
✅

16 & 19
month-olds
both look
toward the
camera at test

Which one’s
the tig?
✅

16 month-olds
look toward
the cloth, but
19 month-olds
still look
toward the
camera at test

Can 20 month-olds actively process non-local arguments (e.g., fillers) to (a) satisfy syntactic predictions based on knowledge of verb
transitivity and (b) avoid misinterpretation?
Ø If infants actively process the filler as the direct object of wiping, then infants will avoid processing the tig as the direct object, avoiding a
situation which would require revision
WIPING(e)
wipe V [VP _ NP ]
& agent(e, she)
What is she
& patient(e, what)
What1
wiping _ with
Which one’s
& instrument(e, the tig)
is
the
tig?
she VP
the tig?
Wh-

3

PP

wiping

_1

with
the tig

the tig =

Ø Infants look more toward the camera at test in the
intransitive condition (reproduces findings in Lidz et al.,
(2017))
Ø Infants in the wh- condition look reliably more toward the
cloth at test than infants in the intransitive condition

The Current Study

VP

5;5

5

6+

5;7

Re-activate non-local
arguments at the verb (Love,
(2007) Failure to revise initial
parsing commitments
(Trueswell et al., 1999) Failure
to use context to drive
interpretation (Trueswell et al.,
1999; Weighall, 2007)

Failure to use
context to drive
interpretation (Kidd
et al., 2011)
Failure to revise
initial interpretation
(e.g., passives)
(Huang et al., 2013)

(n=64, 32 male)
mean age = 19;25
range = 19;2-21;3

*

Results

Ø 19 month-olds rely on statistical information to predictively parse the VP as transitive, even when it’s used intransitively (2)
Ø 19 month-olds fail to revise their initial interpretations (e.g., that the tig is the direct object of wipe)

question:

Incrementally interpret
wh-adjunct questions
(Omaki et al., 2014)
Failure to revise initial
interpretations (e.g.,
quantifier scope)
(Musolino & Lidz, 2006)

Integrate syntax and
context to anticipate
patient (Borovsky et
al., 2012) Actively
process filler-gap
dependencies
(Atkinson et al., 2018)
Re-activate non-local
arguments at the verb
(Roberts et al., (2007)

✅

19 month-olds
should look
toward the
cloth at test

Proportion
looks toward
instrument
(e.g., cloth)

Ø 19 month-olds actively process non-local arguments in whobject questions
Syntax heard during Familiarization:

19 months-olds (a) represent non-local dependencies (b)
parse them incrementally and (c) use those representations to
drive interpretation.
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